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6.5 Visual Sensitivity

Survey/Analysis:

Opportunity/Constraint:

Analysis of views 2014

The visibility of the site will have to be considered when designing
the development. In particular the views from adjacent residential
areas, and the rural North and West edges of the site, will have to
be addressed appropriately and aim to minimise visual impact.

Situation/Summary:
The most visually sensitive areas of the site are the three hilltops
that are visible from all angles. The small valleys and more gradual
gradients in between the hills are much less visible and are partially
hidden by hedgerows and trees from the rural edge of the site.
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6.5 Visual Sensitivity

St Andrews Estate

Rugby club

Colebrook

View 1: From a field gate at Trinity Cross on the road to Bradninch

Colebrook

View 2: From a field gate from Ash Cross near Bradninch
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Rugby club

St Andrews Estate

Blackdown Hills AONB
St Andrew’s Estate

St Andrew’s Church

View 3: From a field gate at Trinity Common

Kingfisher Reach

St Andrews Estate

View 4: From a field gate at Knowle
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6.5 Visual Sensitivity

St George’s View

Paulsland Farm

Growen Farm

View 5: From a field gate on Beacon Lane

Rull Farm

Paulsland Farm

St George’s View

View 6: From a field gate on Beacon Lane
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Paulsland Farm

St George’s View

View 7: From a field gate on a Bridleway to Growen Farm

Bridleway going up Rull Hill

View 8: From a field gate on Rull Lane
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6.5 Visual Sensitivity

Willand Road

View 9: From the roundabout on Millennium way

Rull Farm

View 10: From Moorstone Barton
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The Site

View 11: From Home Farm, Bradfield

The Site

View 12: Houses adjacent to M5, Willand
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6.6 Topography

Situation/Summary:

Opportunity/Constraint:

The town of Cullompton sits roughly at 70m above sea level. The most
notable elements of the topography around the site are three hilltops,
the highest of which is Rull Hill that reaches 95m. St Andrew’s Hill - an
old Roman Fort - reaches 86m. These hilltops have a couple of steep
slopes leading up to them.

Visual sensitivity created by altitude of hilltops must be carefully
considered to minimise impact on the views from existing
developments and from the rest of the surrounding landscape.

St George’s Well is a small valley, and the lowest part of the site, that has a
stream running along it making it a flood zone.

Steep gradients on site must be dealt with in order to be made
suitable for footpaths, roads and housing, whilst still minimising
need for cut and fill.
Low parts of the site that will be at risk of flooding should be left
undeveloped or integrated into part of a green area.
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6.7 Green Space and Ecology
Survey/Analysis:
Surveys undertaken April and August 2014
Situation/Summary:
The habitats on site are of moderate ecological value overall and
include stream and ditch corridors, mature trees and species-rich
hedgerows.
St Andrew’s Hill Other Site of Wildlife Interest (OSWI) is immediately
adjacent to the site to the north and comprises marshy grassland
and species-rich, native hedgerows. The OSWI is likely to support
foraging bats and birds as well as amphibians and reptiles such as
toads and grass snake.
Bats forage and commute along hedgerows and stream corridors
on the proposal site, and there are dormice and a badger sett in
hedgerows. The hedgerows and trees may also be used by nesting
birds.
A total of eleven bat species were found to be using the site for
foraging or commuting. Substantial numbers of common and
soprano pipistrelle bats were recorded on site, along with much
lower numbers of other species. Noctule, serotine and Leisler’s
bats were recorded in low numbers as well as a number of
Myotis species with call characteristics associated with Brandt’s
Daubenton’s, Natterer’s and whiskered bats. Lesser Horseshoe bats
were recorded on site during the September, October, May and
June activity transect surveys and during the October static data
logger recording period.
No dormice were found during surveys in 2013 but the remains of
a partially completed dormouse nest were found in the southern
hedgerow of the central field during the November 2013 survey.
Given that the connectivity of the habitat and the quality of the
hedgerows it is considered possible that dormice may be present
within any of the hedgerows on site.
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There is a badger sett in a central hedgerow, which appears to be
a subsidiary sett as it is not obviously connected to another sett by
paths and did not appear to be continually used.

August inclusive an ecologist will check vegetation for nesting
birds prior to clearance. Exclusion zones will be implemented near
sensitive habitats such as streams, hedgerows and tree root zones.

There are several hedgerows on site that are classified as
ecologically important under The Hedgerow Regulations 1997, due
to the likely presence of dormice. A number of hedgerows are
also ecologically important due to floristic diversity and associated
features.

Construction lighting will be directed away from sensitive habitat
and pollution prevention measures implemented to protect water
courses. Should any trees require surgery or management, these
will be evaluated for use by bats and appropriate precautionary
measures will be agreed with the planning authority.

Proposed Species Mitigation

The Construction Environmental Management Plan will describe
the precautionary approach to such works, such as vegetation
and tree removal, and the measures to protect wildlife including
dormice, bats and badgers.

Vegetation removal will be avoided where possible to maintain
connectivity throughout the site for bats and dormice. Some
fragmentation will occur due to the creation of access roads
and footpaths. Where possible strategic planting will be used
to alleviate the impact of these newly created gaps and new
connections will be created to the surrounding landscape. Land
along the northern edge of the site will be enhanced for dormice
and other protected species, as will habitats on site and connecting
habitat.
Artificial lighting will be minimised and carefully designed to retain
dark habitat corridors for wildlife including bats and dormice,
particularly along hedgerows and around mature trees. The
retention of dark habitat corridors will maintain connectivity for
wildlife across the site and with the wider landscape.
A detailed mitigation strategy and European Protected Species
licence is likely to be required prior to carrying out any works that
will affect dormouse habitat, including all hedgerows on site and
any wooded areas. Vegetation will be cleared under a phased
approach and new native habitats will be established prior to the
start of works to allow dormice to move away from disturbance and
into neighbouring suitable habitat.
Protection measures during construction will be implemented
under a Construction Environmental Management Plan, which will
be produced by the contractor(s) and agreed with the planning
authority. Where vegetation will be cleared between March to

Biodiversity Enhancement
The landscape proposals provide for substantial ecological
enhancement that includes new native species planting. Additional
enhancement measures will include the following:
• Installation of bat and bird boxes in existing trees and on new
buildings on the site;
• Preserving and enhancing habitat features currently present
and considered of value, such as mature trees and hedgerows, to
improve ecological quality and structure;
• Planting of new species-rich hedgerow, scrub and woodland to
create new wildlife corridors enhancing connectivity both within
and leading off site; and
• An Ecological Management Plan outlining the above, which will
be agreed with statutory consultees prior to commencing works.
Overall, the proposed enhancement will provide a net gain for
biodiversity and will contribute to the objectives identified in the
Devon Biodiversity Action Plan.
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6.8 Hydrology

Survey/Analysis:

Opportunity/Constraint:

Flood risk and flood zoning.

Proposals should exclude flood risk zones from any developable
area. The potential to incorporate these zones into areas of open
space should be explored.

Situation/Summary:
The stream running east to west through the valley in between St
Andrew’s Hill and Rull Hill has a narrow floodplain. There is a stream
forming the northern boundary of the site which also has a larger
flood plain, most of which is not included in the site.
A part of the site is located within the Cullompton Critical
Drainage Area where surface water runoff will need to be carefully
considered at design stage so as not to increase flood risk
elsewhere.
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6.9 Utilities

Survey/Analysis:

Opportunity/Constraint:

Water/ gas mains and overhead power lines

The gas and water mains have been incorporated within the master plan
and the overhead power lines would be re routed and possibly grounded
into the fabric of the proposed master plan at detailed design stage.

Situation/Summary:
Investigations with the local utilities providers was conducted across the
site. The main concern is the gas main that skirts the site to the west and
requires a 5 m easement on either side. A number of overhead power
lines cross the site and in addition there are a number of water mains on
site that serve the properties off Rull lane. These water mains will require
a 4.2 m easement.
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The easement to the gas main has been accommodated with a buffer
zone in the far south west of the site and the water mains situated within
the streetscape/ public open space.
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6.10 Cultural Heritage

Key

3

Site Allocation
Boundary

TO
TAUNTON

Survey/Analysis:

Conservation Area

Heritage Statement and Archaeological Survey

Scheduled Ancient
Monument

Situation/Summary:

Watercourse

2

There are no designations or listed buildings within the site boundary,
however, there are a number of listed buildings within close proximity to
the site. The most notable of which include the Grade I listed Moorstone
Barton is located to the north of the application area, and as a farmhouse
does not have any designed views or landscapes forming a significant
part of its setting.

M5

1
TI

The Roman forts and camps situated on St Andrew’s Hill are a Scheduled
Ancient Monument and are considered to be assets of high significance.
This physical setting has undergone significant alteration since the
Romano-British period and, in combination with the local growth of trees
and hedge banks, the increasing built-up areas of the town make a full
comprehension of this topography more difficult in the field. The visual
setting of the monument has also been altered by these developments
and the setting of this asset is now better appreciated through the
additional use of mapping.
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Opportunity/Constraint:
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River Culm

2

In addition, based on current evidence there are known non-designated
heritage assets which are likely to be directly impacted upon by
development depending on design and layout of the proposed scheme,
but there is nothing identified at this level of assessment that would be
considered to act as a constraint to developing the land.

Despite the alterations which have taken place surrounding the
Scheduled Ancient Monument, the setting of this asset makes a
contribution to its significance, so given its proximity to the allocation
area it is considered to be susceptible to impact by the proposed
development. Proposals will need to ensure that there will be no
significant effects on any Listed Buildings located in proximity to the
proposed development site via the alteration to their settings. The
masterplan has sought to achieve this. Archaeological investigations of
the site will be required. Archaeological finds in the area include some on
site in the area on and around St George’s Hill.
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6.11 Character and Building Traditions

Cullompton has a historic character and appearance of its own.
Many historic areas in the town point to how more densely
developed new areas of townscape might be designed to reflect
the character of the market town. There are some good examples
of simple terraced housing from which inspiration and cues
might be taken. There are some distinctive landmark buildings
which point to how buildings with a more public function might
be designed and positioned in the town. The prevailing facing
materials used are brick and render. The scale, form, use of detail in
building and landscape design, and townscape quality to the town
could provide reference points for new development.
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2

1
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1 Looking towards St Andrew’s Church

2 Local shops, cafés and Town Hall

3 Higher Bull Ring

4 The Manor House
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7 . 0 Co n s u l tati o ns

Appendix B

7.1 First Round Public Consultation

Board No. 2 - Constraints and Opportunities

MID DEVON LOCAL PLAN POLICIES MAP OCTOBER 2013
GROSS DEVELOPMENT AREA: 42.5ha
GROSS GI AREA: 32.3ha

• 1100 houses

Detailed survey work has been carried
out across the site in order to properly
inform a framework masterplan.

Restricting development to the current allocation will not
allow for delivery of the housing numbers or associated
infrastructure/community facilities.

DEVELOPABLE AREA/ QUANTUM AND DISTRIBUTION OF
DEVELOPMENT AND GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

To date the surveys that have been
carried out are:

• 385 of which are affordable houses
• Important link road

Key

The challenge to the promoters is to address this problem.

• Ecology

• New primary school

• Landscape evaluation

• Green infrastructure (28ha)

Beacon Lane

• Visual impact assessment

• Sports pitches

Rull Lane

Millenniu

• Flooding and drainage

• Local centre

m Way

• Topography

• Employment

• Existing utilities

• Gypsy and traveller pitches

• Archaeology
• Heritage Constraints

However, the original allocation was
not informed by detailed survey work.

Road

• Mixed use development

3 EMERGING KEY ISSUES
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Board No. 3 - Emerging Key Issues (developable area)
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Board No. 1 - Allocation

• Transport and Access
The findings from these surveys are
summarised on the plan to the right.
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These surveys have allowed the team
to analyse the actual quantum of
development and green infrastructure
that can be delivered.
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Option 1: Development within current allocation, informed by survey work
700 HOUSES
GROSS DEVELOPMENT AREA: 31.6ha
GROSS GI AREA: 43.2ha

Key

Key
Settlement Limit

Primary Shopping Area

Ancient Monument

Green Infrastructure

Community Use

County Wildlife Site (2007 data)

Residential

Employment

Railway Station Car Park

Floodplain

Contingency Housing Site

Town Centre Boundary

Area for Eastern Relief Road

Conservation Area
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Mixed Use
GI

S
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Potential Habitat for Otters

Public Footpath

Overhead Electric Cables

Potential Bat Roosts
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Underground Gas Pipes

Archaeology

Ecology

Site of Wildlife Interest
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Underground Water Pipes

Sites of Significant Archaeological Finds

Species Poor Hedgerows

SI

Poor Semi-Improved Grassland

Sites of Non-significant Archaeological Finds

Species Rich Hedgerow

I

Improved Grassland

Flooding

Site of Ancient Roman Settlements

Species Poor Hedgerow with Trees

A

Arable Land

Watercourse

1

Rull Hill

Sites of Archaeological Research

Species Rich Hedgerow with Trees

Floodzone

2

Rull Hill

3

St. Andrews Hill

Landscape Features

Option 2: Green Infrastructure redistribution within the wider allocation
1000+ HOUSES
GROSS DEVELOPMENT AREA: 45.1ha
GROSS GI AREA: 29.7ha

CURRENT GI ALLOCATION INCLUDES SUBSTANTIAL AREAS OF PRIVATE LAND

GI REDISTRIBUTED, ALL LAND ACCESSIBLE TO PUBLIC

Surveys carried out have revealed that not all the allocated land can be
developed, which limits housing numbers to c. 700 and inflates the green
infrastructure (GI) from the allocated 32.3ha to 43.2ha.

By redistributing the housing land and green infrastructure (GI) in an informed
way, most of the dwellings and infrastructure/ community benefits required
by policy can be delivered, subject to viability.

This option fails to deliver all the necessary infrastructure/community benefits.

Proposal can deliver accessible infrastructure including:
• equipped play space
• adult sports pitches
• the school playing field
• allotments, along with an extension to the cemetery
• a mix of informal open space
• orchards
• planting/landscaping
• wildlife corridors

Board No. 4 - Emerging Key Issues (link road)

Board No. 6 - Emerging Key Issues (school)

Board No. 5 - Emerging Key Issues (playing pitches)

4 EMERGING KEY ISSUES

5 EMERGING KEY ISSUES

LINK ROAD

6 EMERGING KEY ISSUES

PLAYING PITCHES

Further to the surveys that have been carried out, namely the topographical surveys, and transport analysis, two options for the
road alignment have been designed.

SCHOOL

Option 1: School on North-East area

1

Pros:
+ Topography is suited to school and pitches.
+ On existing bus routes.
+ Access to junction 28.

Analysis indicates that the position of the road link to Tiverton Road should be located between Olympian Way and the
cemetery extension.

1

1

3

Option 1: Playing pitches split between Rull Hill and land to the North and South

Option 2: Playing pitches on land to West

Pros:
+ Flat land.
+ Good spread North to South.

Pros:
+ Good access from Tiverton Road.
+ Flat land.

Cons:
– Land to North is distant from Cullompton
and rest of the development.
– Flat land to North is in the flood zone.
– Maintenance will not be easy to
coordinate across three sites.
– Too scattered for co-ordinated use.
– Pitches to the West are on the edge of
the development.

Cons:
– Pitches divorced from school.
– Too concentrated in one location.
– If School is on Rull Hill, site isolated.
– Pitches to the West are on the edge of
the development.
– Pitches take away substantial
development land.

Option 2: School next to Health Centre
Pros:
+ Next to the health centre useful for joint
visits.
+ Good pedestrian access from existing road.
+ Good access to Willand Road. On existing
bus route.
+ In a central location.

2

Option 2: The road linking Tiverton Road to Willand Road

Pros:
+ Good access to proposed
employment site if allocated here
and to junction 28.
+ Allows traffic calming further
down Willand Road, and would
reduce level of traffic driving into
town centre.
+ Works with contours to minimise
requirement for earthworks.

Pros:
+ More direct access onto Willand
Road.
+ Allows traffic calming further
down Willand Road, and would
reduce level of traffic driving into
town centre.
+ Works with contours to minimise
requirement for earthworks.
+ Does not need to cut across Rull
Lane.
+ Cost efficient and time efficient to
construct.

Option 3: School on Rull Hill

2

Cons:
– Would potentially affect character
of Rull Lane.
– Would create 2 parallel access
roads at Northern end of site
leading to inefficient layout.
– Difficult to cross Rull Lane.
– Takes up housing land
unnecessarily.
– Far more expensive and would
take longer to construct.

Cons:
– Will make it more difficult to encourage
traffic movements away from the town
centre.
– Will significantly reduce housing numbers.
– Topography not ideal for buildings or sports
pitches – more expensive to construct.
– Sports pitches most likely will be separated
from school buildings.
– Will create traffic concentration in sensitive
area and lead to possible problems with
parking at health centre.

1

1

Option 1: The road linking Tiverton Road to roundabout at Millennium
Way

Cons:
– The site is too far north to serve the area
suitably.
– The land offers best housing land within the
urban extension and provision of the school
here would undermine viability and in turn
delivery.
– The opportunity of connecting to the
countryside is not realised.
– Would make keeping traffic out of town
more difficult to manage.
– Reduce impact of new road.
– Potential conflict with relationship to
commercial centre if allocated here.

Cons:
– Less direct link to junction 28.

Option 3: Playing pitches split between Rull Hill and land to North

Option 4: Playing pitches split between Rull Hill and land to West

Pros:

Cons:

Pros:

Cons:

+ Rull Hill location will allow shared facilities
with school (if located here).
+ Pitch on Rull Hill at the heart of allocated
green infrastructure.
+ Rull Hill near existing primary schools.
+ Pitches to the North can be accessed from
Willand Road.

– Land to North is distant from Cullompton and
rest of the development.

+ Good central location and access from
Tiverton Road.
+ Rull Hill location will allow shared facilities
with school (if located here).
+ Flat land.
+ Good spread of pitches across the site.
+ Pitches on Rull Hill at the heart of allocated
green infrastructure.
+ Rull Hill near existing primary schools.

– Pitches to the West are on the edge of the
development.

Pros:
+ Provides the opportunity to make community
facilities the focal point of the urban
extension.
+ Makes more sense of the alignment of the
link road.
+ On new road with new bus route.
+ In a central location.
+ Will make it easier to draw traffic away from
the town centre.
+ Provides sufficient space to ensure that the
school buildings, sports pitches and other
outdoor space are together.
+ It is within a 200m walk of the health centre.
+ Land is flat and therefore suitable for sports
pitches and large footprint school buildings –
less expensive to build than other options.
+ The school will be able to connect positively

with the mid Devon countryside – views and
direct links.
+ A school and pitches can be integrated
visually into the landscape.
+ Pitches on the top of the hill will drain more
easily.
+ Purpose built parking and access from the
link road would not conflict with other uses.
Cons:
– Perceived issue that a school on the hill
might be a problem from a pedestrian access
perspective, but gradient will be reduced to 1
in 15, which is within guidelines.
– Visual impact will need to be handled
sensitively.
– On land allocated for green infrastructure.
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7.1 First Round Public Consultation

Board No. 7 - Emerging Key Issues (employment)

Board No. 8 - Emerging Key Issues (gypsy and traveller sites)

7 EMERGING KEY ISSUES

8 EMERGING KEY ISSUES

The Council’s Employment Land Review recommends a reduction in the amount of employment at North West Cullompton from 40,000
sqm to 10,000 sqm.

5 pitches need to be provided - the above options are proposed.

GYPSY AND TRAVELLER SITES

EMPLOYMENT

The gypsy and traveller communities will also be consulted in order to decided which option and layout would be most
suitable.

Further details may be found at
www.middevon.gov.uk/masterplanning

Option 1: Gypsy and traveller sites on the West of site

Board No. 9 - Framework Plan Option 1

9 FRAMEWORK PLAN OPTION 1
OPTION 1
700 HOUSES
Surveys carried out have revealed that not all the allocated land can be developed, which limits housing numbers to c. 700 and
inflates the green infrastructure (GI) from the allocated 32.3ha to 43.2ha.
This option fails to deliver all the necessary infrastructure/community benefits.
MID DEVON LOCAL PLAN POLICIES MAP
GROSS DEVELOPMENT AREA: 42.5ha
GROSS GI AREA: 32.3ha

INFORMED FRAMEWORK PLAN WITHIN ALLOCATION - 700 HOUSES
GROSS DEVELOPMENT AREA: 31.6ha
GROSS GI AREA: 43.2ha

x 5 pitches

x 5 pitches

Option 2: Gypsy and traveller sites on the North of site

CURRENT GI ALLOCATION INCLUDES
SUBSTANTIAL AREAS OF PRIVATE LAND

Option 1: 10,000 m2 of employment in North-East corner

Option 2: 10,000 m2 of employment split between the North and the South

Pros:
+ Good links to Millennium Way and
onwards to M5.
+ Reflects Employment Land Review
recommendations for amount of
employment.

Pros:
+ Good links to Millennium Way in
the North and Tiverton Road in
the South.
+ Reflects Employment Land Review
recommendations for amount of
employment.
+ Two areas provide opportunity for
a range of employment types.
+ Southern area will form new local
centre and encourage traffic to
use link road going South.
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Cons:
– Site visible on approach to
Cullompton from the North.

Cons:
– Northern site visible on approach
to Cullompton.

Option 3: Gypsy and traveller sites split between West and North of the site

Key

10 FRAMEWORK PLAN OPTION 2
OPTION 2 (GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE REDISTRIBUTED)

1000+ HOUSES

By redistributing the housing land and green infrastructure (GI) in an informed way, most of the dwellings and infrastructure/
community benefits required by policy can be delivered, subject to viability. This proposal exceeds the policy GI requirement of
28ha.
MID DEVON LOCAL PLAN POLICIES MAP
GROSS DEVELOPMENT AREA: 42.5ha
GROSS GI AREA: 32.3ha

GI REDISTRIBUTED PLAN - 1000+ HOUSES
GROSS DEVELOPMENT AREA: 45.1ha
GROSS GI AREA: 29.7ha

Board No. 11 - Your Views Count

11 YOUR VIEWS COUNT
Proposed Content of the
Masterplan Supplementary
Planning Document
Setting the Scene
Policy background, the purpose of the document
and a summary of the consultation.
1

2

Introduction
1.1 The Purpose and Role of the
Document
1.2 Planning Policy Context
1.3 Consultation
1.4 Design Process
About the Site
2.1 The Site and It’s Location
2.2 Land Ownership
2.3 Context Plans
2.4 Site Constraints and Opportunities

How to get involved?
1

Fill out a comments form.

2

Have a look at our website.

3
4

Take away a comment form and post it
back to us by the 12th October 2014.
Send us an email.

GI REDISTRIBUTED, ALL LAND ACCESSIBLE TO
PUBLIC

4

5

Proposal can deliver accessible infrastructure including:
• equipped play space
• adult sports pitches
• the school playing field
• allotments, along with an extension to the cemetery
• a mix of informal open space
• orchards
• planting/landscaping
• wildlife corridors

Creating the Structure
4.1 Masterplan
4.2 Amount and Use (Land Budget)
4.3 Movement
4.4 Land Use
4.5 Landscape and Open Space
Delivering the Place
5.1 Implementation, Phasing and
Delivery
5.2 Infrastructure Requirements
5.3 Monitoring and Review
5.4 Requirements of Future Planning
Applications

WSP

Promoter

Traffic and Transport

c/o UK Consultant

www.wspgroup.com

ambrosefieldman@yahoo.co.uk

Engain Ecology
Persimmon Homes

Ecology and Nature Conservation

Developer

www.engain.com

www.persimmonhomes.com

EAD Ecology
PM Asset Management

Ecology and Nature Conservation

Promoter

www.eadconsult.co.uk

Hydrock
The deadline for written responses is
12th October 2014.

@

Email us
planningconsultations@middevon.gov.uk

Development, Vision and Concept
3.1 The Vision and Development
Objectives
3.2 The Concept
3.3 Guiding Principles

Codex Land PCC

www.pmassetmanagement.co.uk

Achieving A Quality Place
Setting out the vision, development concept
and masterplan alongside a framework for
implementation and phasing.
3

THE PROJECT TEAM

Board No. 10 - Framework Plan Option 2

www
Website

www.middevon.gov.uk/masterplanning

PCL

Environmental Consultants

Planning Consultants

www.hydrock.com

www.pclplanning.co.uk

GL Hearn

Michael Heaton
Heritage Consultants

Planning Consultants

Heritage Consultants

www.glhearn.com

www.michaelheaton.co.uk

Clifton Emery Design

AC Archaeology

Urban Designers, Landscape

Archaeologists

Architects, Architects

http://www.acarchaeology.co.uk

www.cliftonemerydesign.co.uk

Keep

Write to us
NW Cullompton masterplanning consultation
Forward Planning
Mid Devon District Council
Phoenix House
Tiverton EX16 6PP

Architects, Urban Designers
www.keeparchitecture.co.uk

The masterplan proposals have been prepared
in conjunction with Mid Devon District Council

Next steps
October:

Council considers responses to the initial consultation

November:

Draft masterplan prepared

December:

Draft masterplan considered by Mid Devon District Council Cabinet, for public consultation

December - January: A second stage of public consultation on draft masterplan
Key

Appendix
A summary of factors shaping development
(Analysis and Constraints)

February:

Council considers responses to the consultation

February - March:

Final masterplan prepared

March:

Masterplan considered by Mid Devon District Council Cabinet

March:

Masterplan considered by a meeting of the full Council (to decide whether to adopt the
masterplan as a Supplementary Planning Document)
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